
LaBRI Researh Report No. Compiled on April 11, 2001The �nal version of this paper has been published in Inform. Proessing Letters 51 (1994), 171{174.GOOD AND SEMI-STRONGCOLORINGS OF ORIENTEDPLANAR GRAPHSAndr�e RASPAUD and �Eri SOPENALaBRI, Universit�e Bordeaux I, 351 ours de la Lib�eration, 33405 Talene Cedex, Frane.Abstrat. A k�oloring of an oriented graph G = (V;A) is an assignment  of one of the olors 1; 2; : : : ; k toeah vertex of the graph suh that, for every ar (x; y) of G, (x) 6= (y). The k�oloring is good if for everyar (x; y) of G there is no ar (z; t) 2 A suh that (x) = (t) and (y) = (z). A k�oloring is said to besemi�strong if for every vertex x of G, (z) 6= (t) for any pair fz; tg of verties of N�(x).We show that every oriented planar graph has a good oloring using at most 5� 24 olors and that everyoriented planar graph G = (V;A) with d�(x) � 3 for every x 2 V has a good and semi-strong oloring using atmost 4� 5� 24 olors.Keywords. Combinatorial problems, Graph oloring.1 IntrodutionLet G = (V;E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. We assume that G is �nite and simple(without loops and multiple edges). A k�oloring of the verties is an assignment of one of the olors1; 2; : : : ; k to eah vertex so that no two adjaent verties reeive the same olor. A k�oloring is saidto be ayli if the subgraph indued by the verties with any two olors has no yle. If G = (V;A)is an oriented graph, a k�oloring  of G is a k�oloring of the underlying unoriented graph anda k�oloring is good if for every ar (x; y) of G there is no ar (z; t) 2 A suh that (x) = (t) and(y) = (z). Let x 2 V , we denote by N+(x) (resp. N�(x)) the set of verties y (resp. z) suh that(x; y) 2 A (resp. (z; x) 2 A) and d+(x) = jN+(x)j, d�(x) = jN�(x)j. A k�oloring  of an orientedgraph G is said to be semi�strong if for every vertex x of G, (z) 6= (t) for any pair fz; tg of vertiesof N�(x).In this paper we give a �rst answer to a question oming from a work of B. Courelle [3℄ onerningthe monadi seond order logi of graphs. In [3℄ B. Courelle showed that every planar oriented graphwith d�(x) � 3 for every x 2 V has a good and semi-strong oloring whih uses at most 43 � 363olors. The question is: an we improve this upper bound? We have the following result:Theorem 1 Every oriented planar graph has a good oloring using at most 5� 24 olors.Theorem 2 Every planar graph an be oriented in suh a way that the oriented graph thus obtainedhas a good and semi-strong oloring using at most 4� 5� 24 olors.To prove those theorems we use the following result [2℄:Theorem 3 (Borodin - 79) Every planar graph has an ayli 5�oloring.This property was onjetured in [4℄ and several authors have tried to solve it [1, 7, 9℄.As a matter of fat, this oloring problem is a partiular ase of the general H-oloring problemonsidered by several authors (see e.g. [6, 8℄) in the ase of direted or undireted graphs : let1



2 Good and semi-strong olorings of oriented planar graphsG = (V;A) and H = (W;B) be two direted (resp. undireted) graphs ; we say that G an beH-olored if there exists a mapping � from V to W suh that (x; y) 2 A =) (�x; �y) 2 B (resp.fx; yg 2 A =) f�x; �yg 2 B). In the undireted ase the usual notion of k-oloring hene orrespondsto that of Kk-oloring. In this paper, we study the H-oloring problem in the direted ase when theorientation of the onsidered graphs is antisymmetri (in that ase, the oloring of any two neighbourverties indues the diretion of the orresponding edge). Hene, our problem an be stated as follows: an we �nd a minimal (with respet to the number of verties) oriented graph M suh that anyoriented planar graph G is M -olorable ?Other families of oriented graphs have been studied in [11℄ where some optimal solutions areproposed.2 Proofs of the theorems2.1 Theorem 1We will prove in fat a stronger result:Theorem 4 If G = (V;A) is an oriented graph whose underlying unoriented graph has an aylik-oloring then it has a good oloring using at most k:2k�1 olors.It is lear that this result with theorem 3 implies the theorem 1. We �rst establish the easyfollowing lemma:Lemma 5 Let F be a forest,  be a 2-oloring of F using olors i and j (i < j), and bF be anyoriented forest obtained by giving an orientation to F . Then there exists a good 4-oloring f of bFusing olors fi; jg�f0; 1g and suh that for any vertex x in bF , f1(x) = (x) (where f1(x) denotes the�rst omponent of f(x)).Note that by oriented forest we mean any oriented graph whose underlying undireted graph is aforest.Proof. The oloring f an easily be obtained from  by using the following rule : if (x; y) is an ar in bFthen let f(x) = ((x); �), f(y) = ((y); �) (where �; � 2 f0; 1g) with � = � if and only if (x) < (y).2Proof of the theorem. Let G = (V;A) be an oriented graph and V1; : : : ; Vk be the k olor lassesof V , by hypothesis Fi;j = G[Vi [ Vj ℄ for i; j 2 [1; k℄ and i 6= j (the subgraph indued by Vi [ Vj) is aforest. There are k(k�1)2 suh forests, sine Fi;j and Fj;i denote the same forest. Hene by the previouslemma Fi;j has a good 4-oloring, denoted by fi;j = fj;i, whih satis�es : for any x 2 Vi (resp. Vj),f1i;j(x) = i (resp. j). For eah x 2 V there is i 2 [1; k℄ suh that x 2 Vi and x belongs to (k�1) forestsFi;j , j 2 [1; k℄, i 6= j. We de�ne now the following oloring  of G :Let x 2 V and i suh that x 2 Vi then(x) = (i; f2i;i1(x); : : : ; f2i;ik�1(x));where fi1; : : : ; ik�1g is the set f1; : : : ; kg n fig, with i1 < i2 < � � � < ik�1 and where f2i;j(x) denotes theseond omponent of fi;j(x). This is a oloring of G. We must prove that it is a good oloring. If it isnot a good oloring of G there are four verties x; y; z; t of G suh that (x; y) 2 A and (z; t) 2 A with(x) = (t) and (y) = (z). By the de�nition of  it is lear that x; t (resp. y; z) belong to the sameVi (resp. Vj). Hene (x) = (t) = (i; f2i;i1(x); : : : ; f2i;ik�1(x))
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A A AFigure 1and (y) = (z) = (j; f2j;j1(y); : : : ; f2j;jk�1(y)):Moreover (x; y) and (z; t) belong to the same forest Fi;j for these two integers in [1; k℄. We deduethat f2i;j(x) = f2i;j(t) and f2j;i(y) = f2j;i(z), whih is impossible beause fi;j = fj;i is a good oloring. Itis easy to see that the oloring  uses at most k:2k�1 olors. This ompletes the proof. 22.2 Theorem 2The arboriity a(G) of a graph G is the minimal number of forests needed to over G. By a theoremof Nash-Williams [10℄ it is easy to prove that for a planar graph G a(G) � 3 [3℄. We an then deduethe following easy lemma [3℄:Lemma 6 If G = (V;E) is a planar graph then it an be oriented in suh a way that d�(x) � 3 forevery x 2 V .We prove now that if G = (V;A) is an oriented planar graph suh that d�(x) � 3 for every x 2 Vthen it has a good and semi strong oloring using at most 4� 5� 24 olors.We use a tehnique developed in [3℄. By theorem 1 G has a good 80-oloring . Let Vi be a set ofverties of a olor lass for some i 2 [1; 80℄. Let Gi be the graph with vertex set Vi and edge set Eide�ned as follows: there is an edge linking the verties x and y of Gi if and only if fx; yg � N�(z)for some z 2 V . It is not diÆult to see that Gi is planar : onsider a vertex x in G whih has apredeessor A in Vi. Note that in this ase we have x =2 Vi and N+(x) \ Vi = ;. Sine d�(x) � 3, xan indue edges in Ei between at most three verties, say A;B and C, provided these verties arei-olored by  (see Figure 1.a). We an then obtain a planar drawing of Gi by using an initial planardrawing of G as follows : (i) if only one predeessor of x belongs to Vi, x annot indue any edge in Ei,(ii) if two predeessors of x, say A;B, belong to Vi the orresponding edge an be drawn as shown inFigure 1.b and (iii) if all the three predeessors of x belong to Vi then the three orresponding edgesan be drawn as shown in Figure 1.. Moreover, it is easy to see that no other edge in Gi will rossthe edges thus onstruted.Hene Gi has a 4-oloring i. We de�ne the following oloring C of G : for every x 2 V , C(x) =(i(x); (x)) where i is suh that x 2 Vi. This oloring is good beause of  and semi-strong beauseof the i's. C uses at most 4� 5� 24 olors. This ompletes the proof. 23 RemarksA planar graph G is outerplanar if it an be embedded in the plane so that all its verties lie on thesame fae [5℄. In [4℄ it is proved that every outerplanar graph has an ayli 3-oloring. Then by using



4 Good and semi-strong olorings of oriented planar graphsthe theorem 4 we have the following result:Corollary 7 If G is an oriented outerplanar graph then it has a good oloring using at most 3 � 22olors.In the same way, if a graph G is a graph with maximal degree 3 then G has an ayli 4-oloring[4℄. So we have:Corollary 8 If G is a graph with maximal degree 3 then every oriented graph obtained from G has agood oloring using at most 4� 23 olors.Referenes[1℄ M.O. Alberston, D.M. Bermann. Every Planar Graph has an Ayli 7-oloring. Israel J. Math.28 (1977) 169-174.[2℄ O.V. Borodin. On Ayli Coloring of Planar Graphs. Disrete Mathematis 25 (1979) 211-236.[3℄ B. Courelle. The Monadi Seond Order Logi of Graphs VI: On Several Representations ofGraphs by Relational Strutures. L.C.S (1990), preliminary version, Philadelphia, to appear inDisrete Applied Math.[4℄ B. Gr�unbaum. Ayli Coloring of Planar Graphs. Israel J. Math. 14 (1973) 390-412.[5℄ F. Harary. Graph Theory. Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1972.[6℄ P. Hell, J. Nesetril. On the Complexity of H-oloring. J. Combin. Theory B 48 (1990) 92-110.[7℄ A.V. Kostohka. Ayli 6-oloring of Planar Graph. Disretny Analys. Novosibirsk 28 (1976)40-56.[8℄ H. A. Maurer, A. Salomaa, D. Wood. Colorings and Interpretations : a Connetion BetweenGraphs and Grammar Forms. Disrete Applied Math. 3 (1981) 119-135.[9℄ J. Mithem. Every Planar Graph has an Ayli 8-oloring. Duke Math. J. 41 (1974) 177-181.[10℄ C. St. J. A. Nash-Williams. Deomposition of Finite Graphs into Forest. J. London Math. So.,39 (1964).[11℄ E. Sopena. On the Chromati Number of Oriented Partial k-Trees. Internal Report, UniversityBordeaux I, submitted.


